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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 For the second assignment of Fundamentals Of Entrepreneurship (ENT300), it is about 

how Ku Anis Cake & Bakery developing the new innovation in their product that can be sell 

to their beloved customers. In addition, the reasons why the bakery do the innovation because 

they want to create new product and being able to compete with the other competitors. They 

also want to attract the customers to buy their product. The new innovation of Ku Anis Cake 

& Bakery’s product is Topsy Turvy Cake. 

 So, the content of this report is about the business model canvas. Business model canvas 

(BMC) or as known as business opportunity has nine building blocks which are customer 

segment, value proposition, channel, customer relationship, revenue streams, key activities, 

key resources, key partners and the last one is cost structures. Basically, this BMC is preparing 

with the certain reasons as a guideline for the business operations. This is important because 

they want to ensure all the activities run smoothly. 

 The main reason of the BMC is to provide direction of the business’s future 

development such as how the business is taking, the goals of this business, where it wants to 

be and so on. Next, to distribute business resources more effectively and allocate effectively to 

avoid unnecessary wastage elements in all aspects of the business is also one of the reason of 

BMC. Last but not least, as a guideline for business’s operation in terms of goals, objectives 

target markets and so on. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

 Ku Anis Cake & Bakery started business at Tanjung Chat. This bakery is a business 

that offering many various types of foods such as cakes, breads, cookies and so on that targeted 

for all people especially to the people who lived in Kota Bharu, Kelantan. After the bakery has 

been long in operation and got lot of experiences in business, so the bakery decided to make 

new innovation in bakery’s product which is Topsy Turvy Cake. 

Ku Anis Cake & Bakery came out with the business plan that well managed and strive 

to achieve their goals to become the most famous product and competitive brand compared to 

other bakery brand around the world. The product also came with the cheapest price which is 

can affordable for the customers’ satisfaction. The new innovation cake recipe that the bakery 

provides surely will attract the customers to buy the product and Ku Anis Cake & Bakery will 

be success with all the passion as they provide the best innovation cake for the targeting 

customers.  

The objective of Ku Anis Cake & Bakery is not only focus on become a global product 

in bakery business in Malaysia but they also want to sustain that position once they get. The 

objective of this bakery is signifies that they need to work hard to stay ahead of other bakery 

which is recently being acquired by other bakery. Absolute Chocolate, Secret Recipe & 

Muhibah Bakery are the two examples of bakery business that they need to follow. Ku Anis 

Cake & Bakery also wants to provide high quality product to their customers. Next, the vision 

of the this bakery is to be the best one of the bakery shop brand in Malaysia that offering a 

good product at low price so that many people are possible to buy it. Then, the mission is to 

make sure everyone enjoy when using the product. Ku Anis Cake & Bakery also more focus 

on the values, innovation and creativity by their own idea.  

 The owner of this bakery created the new innovation recipe because she knows every 

people in this world want to get a healthy body. So, the owner of the bakery got some ideas to 

create new recipe cake that are more nutrious and healthy which is name Topsy Turvy Cake. 

In addition, this cake also suitable for everyone and at the same time they don’t have to think 

of bad effects when they are eating sweet food. The owner and her employees use fresh fruits 

which are imported from the abroad which have vitamins in them and they also use collagen 

to make Topsy Turvy Cake. Fresh fruits with vitamins in them have good effects for everyone 

to get some healthy body. The function of collagen is to restore and nourish our skin. This new 

recipe that the bakery provides surely will attract the customers to buy it. 
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3. DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS (BMC) : TOPSY TURVY CAKE  

Key Partners 

- Suppliers 

- Private cake 

makers  

 

Key Activities 

- Promotion  

- attractive design 

& flavour 

Value 

Propositions 

- delicacy 

- High quality 

product  

Customer 

Relationships 

- Personal 

assistance 

- Co-creation 

Customer Segments 

- All types of people 

- especially teenagers & 

the working people 

Key Resources 

- Human 

- the ingredients  

- Financial (own 

capital) 

Channels 

- Social media 

- Website 

- Store 

Cost Structure 

- Fixed cost: Facility and equipment, utility, 

salaries (baked makers) 

- Variable cost: the ingredients  

- Minimal machine  
 

Revenue Streams 

- Direct selling 

- Promotion (offers)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


